
13 January 2017

Mr Steve Smith
Captain of the Australian Cricket Team

Dear Steve

Cricket is embedded in Australian sporting culture, synonymous with hot summers and 
the great outdoors, and enjoyed by children and families across the country. 

Children see representative cricketers like you as heroes and role models. 

Sadly, professional cricket is saturated with alcohol promotion. It’s almost impossible to 
know where the game ends and the alcohol marketing begins.

Today, as you take to the pitch at the Gabba to represent Australia, just look around at all 
the alcohol promotion and consider, what is Cricket Australia selling its millions of young 
fans during the Victoria Bitter One Day International series?

Alcohol brands are in constant view, both at the grounds and on television. From the 
naming rights and broadcast commercials, through to your uniform branding, promotional 
merchandise, website, and the scoreboard, fences, pitch and wickets.

The latest data show that 6.2 million children are exposed to 11 million alcohol advertisements 
during cricket broadcasting, with the majority (72.7 per cent) occurring during daytime 
hours.1

When Australia celebrated its 2015 ICC World Cup win, the post-match discussion led by 
Shane Warne focused not on our team’s outstanding performance on the field, but how 
“thirsty” the players were and how they were going to celebrate with booze.2 

What kind of message does this alcohol-drenched culture send to the many impressionable 
young Australians who tune in to watch their sporting heroes play?

Last season, New South Wales Premier Mike Baird voiced concerns that “… the captain 
of our cricket team sits there with a big VB on the middle [of his shirt]”. You might 
remember defending this at the time suggesting, “we’re promoting the brand, not the 
consumption of alcohol”.3 

However, all the evidence suggests that this is not the case. 

International and Australian research have shown that repeat exposure to alcohol 
promotions and sponsorship messages are associated with young people drinking more 
and from an earlier age. 

This week, the international scientific journal Addiction presented the latest evidence 
on alcohol marketing and its impact on children. The research shows that the amount 
of alcohol marketing to which children are exposed influences both the age they start 
drinking and the likelihood they will drink at risky levels.4 

Drinking from a young age can adversely affect the developing brain, particularly the 
frontal region responsible for self-regulation and impulse control. It is vital to ensure that 
advertising does not promote alcohol to young people at such a vulnerable age.

Alcohol marketing during sport has clear features that will appeal to children. It promotes 
the idea that consumption is linked to sport, positive personality traits, and success.5

Each time you take to the field, you are clearly promoting so much more than just a brand.

It is time to end this unhealthy relationship. 

Sport is a health promotion activity and its association with an unhealthy product such as 
alcohol is counter-intuitive at best and harmful at worst. That’s why former rugby league 
great Steve Ella has been calling for an end to alcohol sponsorship in sport.

We write to you today as representatives of a number of organisations with a shared 
conviction. We believe that every Australian child should have the best opportunity to 
live a long and healthy life. 

This can begin with cricket removing alcohol sponsors from Australia’s favourite game. 

As the Captain of the Australian cricket team, which some have described as the most 
important job in Australia, we ask you to support the phasing out of the sponsorship of 
cricket by alcohol brands. 

Your support for this much-needed change will make a lasting difference to the lives of 
young fans. Remember, alcohol is the leading cause of death and disability for young 
males aged 15-24 in nearly every region in the world, and young females of the same age 
in wealthy countries like Australia.6

Yours sincerely

Dr John Crozier AM CSM FRACS
NATIONAL TRAUMA COMMITTEE, ROYAL AUSTRALASIAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS  
CO-CHAIR OF THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR ACTION ON ALCOHOL
 

Adjunct Professor Michael Moore MPH 
PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA 
CO-CHAIR OF THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR ACTION ON ALCOHOL

Professor Fiona J Stanley AC FAA FASSA
THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
CHAIR OF THE WA ALCOHOL & YOUTH ACTION COALITION

Professor Elizabeth Elliott AM FAHMS
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
ON BEHALF OF THE NSW ACT ALCOHOL POLICY ALLIANCE

Dr John Boffa
CHAIR OF THE PEOPLE’S ALCOHOL ACTION COALITION (NT)

Emeritus Professor Jake Najman FASSA
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
CHAIR OF THE QUEENSLAND COALITION FOR ACTION ON ALCOHOL 

Professor Dan Lubman FRANZCP FAChAM
DIRECTOR OF TURNING POINT ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTRE
ON BEHALF OF THE ALCOHOL POLICY COALITION (VICTORIA)

PROTECT OUR KIDS AND TAKE ALCOHOL OUT OF THE GAME WE LOVE
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